Gaimin: How time flies!
Has it already been
3 years?
As the ears of our investors and partners prick up at the news
of our definitive Initial Coin Offering (ICO) come Q2 2021, the
anticipation builds.
We ask ourselves “So, how did we get here?”
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2018 was where we laid our
foundations and the designs
started to become reality.
We verified the business
viability and reached the
stage where an Alpha
version of the software was
ready.
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In 2019 we continued to follow our own
track. The importance of community
building is key to our success and so we
reengaged with Beverley Warburton,
whose key expertise is community
building after all.
Blogs were written as well as
whitepapers. In many, many languages.
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Martin Speight gave many interviews,
we hosted Q&A’s, and all team members
were massively involved in getting our
message across.
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We started to fine tune the software.
Our fanbase started growing and
becoming more and more enthusiastic.

In September we visited
South Korea for the first time.
Followed by a second visit in
October, when we attended
the World Smart City Expo
2019 where Martin gave a
keynote speech.

Martin Speight
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Slogans,
websites,
tokens

For investment relationships, we had
been working with Shaun Martelly and
were happy to see Arjan Eijkelenboom
and Sander de Bruijn join us
Throughout the years we’ve developed
many slogans, websites, tokens.
From:
Game, Mine, Gain

To:
Gaimin changing the
game

To:
Gaimin powering the
game

Andrew Faridani

Thanks to Andrew Faridani and
his company BreezeMaxWeb
we’ve managed to always have
great working websites, great
Google search results and many
leads to our websites.
Our Telegram groups are
thriving. We have many
wonderful relationships.
Amongst others with C6, Seba
Bank, Sedulo, Brabners,
Wadsacks
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We have successfully overcome many
administrative problems and accounting
and grant challenges…

Madrid
Games
Week

In November we were one of the
participants in Madrid Games Week and
were overwhelmed by the enthusiastic
responses.
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World came
to a stop

In 2019 we also organized
three IEO’s (Initial Exchange
Offering), all sold out
incredibly quickly.

2020 and the fourth IEO was due.
Martin, Andrew, and Calvin Adamus
were in South Korea, when the world
came to a stop.
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Thank you Covid-19. Luckily we managed
to travel out of Seoul before the country
fully locked down. This affected us (as
well as countless others) immensely. We
needed to go back to the drawing board,
and it turned out to be a blessing in
disguise. We took the final part of the
software development into our own
hands, and the platform was completed.
Beta testing went well, not without the
expected bumps along the way. We came
out stronger.

So here we are heading into 2021.
Confident, with a strong product, a
proven concept. An incredible affiliate
program, our Network Expansion Plan.
All set to go!
Once more we would like to thank those
investors from the first hour. Those
companies that have helped us with our
legal, tax, financial challenges, our alpha
and beta testers. Our families and friends
that never stopped believing in us. The
gamers out there, the people on social
media, in the Telegram groups.
We’re not there yet, but we’re getting
there! And IT WILL BE in 2021!
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Expansion
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